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The New System Should:
Agree with the old
Self correct for CO2 variation







































































HC Correlation 7433 vehicles
The New System Should:
Agree with the old
Self correct for CO2 variation





y = -12.165x + 13.973
R2 = 0.8641
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Linear (3002 vs 5001)
The New System Should:
Agree with the old
Self correct for CO2 variation



























y = 1.6606x + 0.0006
R2 = 0.9999
y = 1.7805x + 0.0125
R2 = 0.9884




































HW vs. HC Correlation 5001
7376 Measurements





























































All readings > 1000 ppm Propane
The New System Should:
Agree with the old
Self correct for CO2 variation
Distinguish “Steamers” from high HC
Vehicles
